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WHAT IS HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION?

 Homomorphic encryption is an encryption method which allows us to perform 

meaningful computations on encrypted data! 

 First imagined in 1978 by Rivest,  Adleman and Dertouzos

 ElGamal, Paillier’s somewhat homomorphic encryption, partially homomorphic 

encryption

 2009: Craig Gentry introduced the possibility for fully homomorphic encryption, 

albeit slowly (post quantum secure, lattices, RLWE)



WHAT IS HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION USEFUL FOR?

Biometric Authentication Medical Data Cloud Computing



IF IT’S SO GOOD,  WHY AREN’T WE USING IT ALREADY?

 Computationally expensive, often much slower than plaintext runtime (noise)

 Slow improvements from researchers

 Limited access to a broader audience until recently (SEAL, Helib, Pyfhel) 



WHEN DE-IDENTIFICATION ISN’T ENOUGH: 

THE NETFLIX PRIZE

 The Netflix Prize was offered in 2006, a 
crowdsourcing competition to improve film 
recommendations

 Netflix released anonymised data

 Took 3 years for a 10% improvement to be made 
on original algorithm

 In 2007 Arvind Narayanan and Vitaly Shmatikov
were able to reidentify users using IMDB

 A lawsuit was filed and Netflix cancelled the 
subsequent competition





MACHINE LEARNING



WHERE IS PRIVACY PRESERVING MACHINE LEARNING?



INTEL HE TRANSFORMER

• “a homomorphic encryption (HE) backend 

to nGraph, Intel’s neural network compiler. 

HE allows computation on encrypted 

data”

• N graph is an attempt to bring together 

several different machine learning 

platforms

• HE transformer wants to add in the 

capability to easily perform encrypted 

operations

• https://www.intel.ai/he-transformer-for-

ngraph-enabling-deep-learning-on-

encrypted-data/#gs.ac4rz2

https://github.com/NervanaSystems/ngraph
https://www.intel.ai/he-transformer-for-ngraph-enabling-deep-learning-on-encrypted-data/#gs.ac4rz2


MICROSOFT SEAL

(SIMPLE ENCRYPTED ARITHMETIC LIBRARY)

 SEAL is the Microsoft designed Homomorphic 

Encryption Library

 C++ 

 Open source, most recent version December last year

 CKKS and BFV



K-NEAREST NEIGHBOUR CLASSIFIER
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RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

 Previously: partially homomorphic, March 

2018

 Never before seen:  a functioning fully 

homomorphically encrypted KNN classifier 

using SEAL

 Why bother?

 Reasonably speedy (16k synthetic data 

points)

 data access patterns, speed ups via 

encryption methods



INTERESTING LINKS

 https://www.fujitsu.com/global/about/resources/news/press-releases/2013/0828-

01.html Homomorphic Encryption and Biometric Authentication

 https://blog.n1analytics.com/homomorphic-encryption-illustrated-primer/ Nice 

introductory blog post to homomorphic machine learning (with pictures!)

 https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/machine-learning-on-encrypted-data Interview about 

relevance of FHE machine learning

 https://jeremykun.com/2013/06/10/why-theoretical-computer-scientists-arent-

worried-about-privacy/ blog post explaining different values of encryption vs. 

deidentification

 https://eprint.iacr.org/2015/1192.pdf guide to FHE with a great list of applications

https://www.fujitsu.com/global/about/resources/news/press-releases/2013/0828-01.html
https://blog.n1analytics.com/homomorphic-encryption-illustrated-primer/
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/machine-learning-on-encrypted-data
https://jeremykun.com/2013/06/10/why-theoretical-computer-scientists-arent-worried-about-privacy/
https://eprint.iacr.org/2015/1192.pdf
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